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DEVICE AND METHOD FOR HAPTIC EXPLORATION OF A RENDERED

OBJECT

Technical field

The invention relates to a device for haptic exploration of an object

rendered on a haptic touchscreen comprised in the device, a method of a

device for haptic exploration of an object rendered on a haptic touchscreen

comprised in the device, a corresponding computer program, and a

corresponding computer program product.

Background

The haptic internet is considered to be the next step in mobile

networking. It is envisioned that users of mobile devices, such as mobile

phones, smartphones, tablets, and the like, will be able to communicate by

means of touch, in addition to voice and video. This is achieved by means of

haptic interfaces which provide haptic feedback using actuation technologies

utilizing, e.g., ultrasound, vibrotactile, electrostatic, or piezoelectric,

transducers.

Manufacturers of laptops and handheld devices have started

implementing haptic feedback in trackpads and touchscreens. For instance,

the TPad Phone is provided with a variable-friction tactile display which

changes friction, or resistance force, as a finger slides across the screen.

Haptic feedback is typically used for improving the user's interaction with a

graphical user interface, such as buttons or other user-interface objects

displayed on a touchscreen, or to enable haptic exploration of a physical

object or material which is rendered on the touchscreen.

Haptic exploration is a mechanism by which humans learn about the

surface properties of (unknown) objects. Through the sense of touch, we are



able to learn about attributes such as object shape, surface texture, stiffness,

and temperature. A user swiping with his/her finger over an image which is

rendered on a haptic touchscreen and which represents a physical object or

materials can feel the texture of the rendered object or material at the

location of touch, since the device is capable of tracking the finger's position.

A possible use case for such technology is e-commerce, where users

may be given the opportunity to explore the haptic characteristics of an

object, such as a piece of furniture or a clothing item, in addition to its visual

appearance, by rendering the object on a haptic display. However, since

additional information needs to be communicated to the haptic device for

rendering the haptic characteristics of an object, e.g., friction, stiffness, or

texture, the efficient selection and transmission of data which is required for

rendering haptic properties of an object needs to be addressed for efficient

bandwidth utilization.

Summary

It is an object of the invention to provide an improved alternative to the

above techniques and prior art.

More specifically, it is an object of the invention to provide an

improved solution for rendering objects on a haptic touchscreen for haptic

exploration by a finger of a user. In particular, it is an object of the invention

to provide a solution for rendering objects on a haptic touchscreen which

requires less bandwidth for transmitting haptic information to the device than

known solutions.

These and other objects of the invention are achieved by means of

different aspects of the invention, as defined by the independent claims.

Embodiments of the invention are characterized by the dependent claims.

According to a first aspect of the invention, a device for rendering an

object on a haptic touchscreen is provided. The haptic touchscreen is



comprised in the device, which may, e.g., be any one of a display, a mobile

phone, a smartphone, a mobile terminal, a User Equipment (UE), a tablet, a

laptop, or the like. The device is operative to render the object on the haptic

touchscreen using first data which comprises data for graphically rendering

the object, determine haptic exploration characteristics of a finger interacting

with the haptic touchscreen for haptically exploring the object, acquire

second data for rendering one or more haptic properties of the object, and

render the one or more haptic properties of the object using the second data.

The second data is selected based on the determined haptic exploration

characteristics.

According to a second aspect of the invention, a method of rendering

an object on a haptic touchscreen is provided. The device may, e.g., be any

one of a display, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile terminal, a UE, a

tablet, a laptop, or the like, comprising a haptic touchscreen. The method

comprises rendering the object on the haptic touchscreen using first data

which comprises data for graphically rendering the object, determining haptic

exploration characteristics of a finger interacting with the haptic touchscreen

for haptically exploring the object, acquiring second data for rendering one or

more haptic properties of the object, and rendering the one or more haptic

properties of the object using the second data. The second data is selected

based on the determined haptic exploration characteristics.

According to a third aspect of the invention, a computer program is

provided. The computer program comprises computer-executable

instructions for causing a device to perform the method according to an

embodiment of the second aspect of the invention, when the computer-

executable instructions are executed on a processing unit comprised in the

device.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention, a computer program

product is provided. The computer program product comprises a computer-



readable storage medium which has the computer program according to the

third aspect of the invention embodied therein.

The invention makes use of an understanding that the amount of

haptic data which is transmitted to a device comprising a haptic touchscreen,

herein referred to as a haptic device, for rendering an object for haptic

exploration by a user, using a finger or any other body part, may be reduced

by selectively providing haptic data to the haptic device based on determined

haptic exploration characteristics of the finger, or other body part, interacting

with the haptic touchscreen for haptically exploring the object, i.e., sensing

the object using a finger or other body part.

In the present context, an object may, e.g., be a representation of an

item offered for sale in an online shop, such as a piece of furniture, a clothing

item, and the like. The object can be graphically rendered, using media data,

e.g., image data, and/or haptically rendered. Haptic rendering of an object is

to be understood as rendering haptic properties of the object on a haptic

interface, such as a haptic display, for haptic exploration. In particular, the

haptic interface may be a haptic touchscreen which is capable of both

sensing haptic exploration characteristics such as the position, velocity, and

force, of the finger or other body part, but also provide haptic feedback via,

e.g., piezoelectric actuators, ultrasonic actuators, and electrostatic actuators.

Such haptic touchscreens are known, e.g., from the Tpad phone.

Embodiments of the invention first render an object graphically, using

first data, before acquiring second data for rendering one or more haptic

properties of the object. The rendered object may, e.g., be selected by the

user of the haptic device from a list of displayed objects, such as items for

sale in an online shop. A problem which is addressed herein is the selection

of the second data for rendering the one or more haptic properties of the

object. Known solutions simply acquire all haptic data for an object, resulting

in a considerable increase in the amount of data which needs to be

transmitted to the haptic device. The first data and the second data may be



acquired by retrieving the data from a network node providing the data, such

as a server of an online shop, or the like.

The invention is based on an understanding that the second data may

be selected based on haptic exploration characteristics which provide

information about the haptic exploration of the finger, or other body part. The

haptic exploration characteristics may be determined by tracking the finger

interacting with the haptic touchscreen during haptic exploration of the

rendered object, and comprise any one, or a combination of, a position, a

velocity, and a force, applied by the finger to the touchscreen when exploring

the object. Thereby, only data which is required for rendering a haptic

property which is actually explored by the user, and/or haptic data for a

region which is actually explored by the user, is transmitted to the haptic

device. Accordingly, the amount of data required for rendering haptic

properties of the object is reduced and bandwidth is saved. In addition,

embodiments of the invention may result in a reduced latency, due the

reduced amount of data which is received by the haptic device and rendered

on the haptic touchscreen, resulting in an improved user experience.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the first data may

further comprise data for haptically rendering the one or more haptic

properties of the object with a first level of detail, and the second data

comprises data for haptically rendering the one or more haptic properties of

the object with a second level of detail which is higher than the first level of

detail. This is advantageous in that the haptic properties of the object can at

least partly be rendered for haptic exploration by the user. For instance, the

first data may comprise data for rendering only a subset of the haptic

properties of the object, e.g., only texture, whereas the second data

comprises data for rendering additional haptic properties of the object, e.g.,

stiffness. As a further example, the first data may comprise haptic data for

rendering an outline of the object. In that way, the user can start exploring the

haptic properties of the object, and the rendered haptic properties of the



object are improved when the second data is received by the haptic device

and used for re-rendering the object.

According to an embodiment of the invention, at least two regions are

defined for the object, and the second data is selected based on a number of

times the finger has explored the object within each of the at least two

regions. Advantageously, the second data is only acquired by the device for

one or more regions which in fact are explored by the finger or other body

part, or about to be explored. This may be achieved by tracking a position,

and optionally a velocity, of the finger or other body part relative to the

regions which are defined for the rendered object, and selecting the second

data accordingly. For instance, the second data may be haptic data for a

region which is currently explored by the finger, i.e., the current position of

the finger is within that region. Alternatively, the second data may be haptic

data for a region which the finger is likely to explore, which region may be

identified based on the current position of the finger and a velocity of the

finger.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the second data

comprises at least one of friction data, stiffness data, and texture data. The

second data is selected based on whether the finger is exploring a friction, a

texture, or stiffness, respectively, of the object or a region thereof. This can

be determined by characterizing the interaction of the finger with the haptic

touchscreen, e.g., based on whether the finger slides over the haptic

touchscreen or is pressed onto the haptic touchscreen.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the second data is

available in at least two different resolutions, and is selected based on a

velocity of the finger exploring the object, or a region thereof. That is, if the

finger or other body part is moving quickly over the rendered object or a

region thereof, the haptic properties of the object are rendered at a low

resolution. If the finger or body part is moving slowly over the rendered object

or regions thereof, the haptic properties of the object are rendered at a high



resolution. This embodiment of the invention is based on an understanding

that the user may feel more details when moving the finger slowly, as

compared to moving the finger rapidly over the haptic touchscreen.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the second data is

acquired by selecting the second data based on the determined haptic

exploration characteristics and further based on information identifying

second data which is available for the object, requesting the second data

from the network node providing the second data, and receiving the second

data from the network node providing the second data. Thus, it is the haptic

device which selects the second data and requests the selected second data

from the network node providing the second data. The information identifying

second data which is available for the object may be comprised in the first

data, e.g., as metadata.

According to another embodiment of the invention, the second data is

acquired by transmitting the determined haptic exploration characteristics, or

information derived therefrom, to the network node providing the second

data, and receiving the second data from the network node providing the

second data. That is, the haptic device transmits the determined haptic

exploration characteristics to the network node providing the second data,

e.g., a server of an online shop, to enable the network node to select the

second data for transmission to the haptic device. As an alternative, the

haptic device may transmit ranking information which is derived from the

determined haptic exploration characteristics, based on which ranking

information the network node selects the second data for transmission to the

haptic device.

Even though advantages of the invention have in some cases been

described with reference to embodiments of the first aspect of the invention,

corresponding reasoning applies to embodiments of other aspects of the

invention.



Further objectives of, features of, and advantages with, the invention

will become apparent when studying the following detailed disclosure, the

drawings and the appended claims. Those skilled in the art realize that

different features of the invention can be combined to create embodiments

other than those described in the following.

Brief description of the drawings

The above, as well as additional objects, features and advantages of

the invention, will be better understood through the following illustrative and

non-limiting detailed description of embodiments of the invention, with

reference to the appended drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a device for rendering an object on a haptic touchscreen

comprised in the device, in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

Fig. 2 shows a sequence diagram illustrating rendering an object on a

haptic touchscreen, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 shows a sequence diagram illustrating rendering an object on a

haptic touchscreen, in accordance with another embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 4 shows a processing means comprised in the device for

rendering an object on a haptic touchscreen, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 5 shows a processing means comprised in the device for

rendering an object on a haptic touchscreen, in accordance with another

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 6 shows a method of rendering an object on a haptic

touchscreen, in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

All the figures are schematic, not necessarily to scale, and generally

only show parts which are necessary in order to elucidate the invention,

wherein other parts may be omitted or merely suggested.



Detailed description

The invention will now be described more fully herein after with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which certain embodiments of

the invention are shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many

different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments

set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided by way of example

so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the

scope of the invention to those skilled in the art.

In Fig. 1, an embodiment of a device 100 for rendering an object 110

on a haptic touchscreen 10 1 is illustrated. Device 100 comprising haptic

touchscreen 10 1, throughout this disclosure also referred to as haptic device,

may, e.g., be any one of a display (for offering or advertising an item for sale

in a shop), a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile terminal, a UE, a tablet,

a laptop, or the like. Haptic touchscreen 10 1 is arranged for providing haptic

feedback and may utilize any known actuation technology. For instance,

haptic touchscreen 10 1 may be based on ultrasonic transducers, vibrotactile

transducers, electrostatic transducers, or piezoelectric transducers.

In addition to haptic touchscreen 10 1, haptic device 100 further

comprises processing means 102, which is described in more detail further

below, and communications module 103, which is operative to effect

communications between haptic device 100 and an external network node. In

particular, communications module 103 may be operative to effect

communications via one or more wired or wireless communications networks

such as a cellular mobile network, e.g., a Global System for Mobile

Communications (GSM) network, a Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System (UMTS) network, or a Long Term Evolution (LTE) network, or a

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)/WiFi network. Communications

module 103 may, e.g., be a cellular communications module or a WLAN/WiFi

module.



Haptic device 100 is operative to render object 110, in Fig. 1

exemplified by a chair, for haptic exploration by a finger 12 1 or any other

body part of a user, e.g., hand 120 or one of the other fingers of hand 120. In

the present context, haptic exploration is to be understood as a mechanism

by which a user of haptic device 100 learns about the haptic properties of an

object rendered on haptic touchscreen 10 1, such as object 110 . Through the

sense of touch, the user is able to learn about attributes such as friction,

texture, and stiffness, by swiping finger 12 1 over, or pressing finger 12 1 onto,

object 110 which is rendered on haptic touchscreen 10 1 .

More specifically, haptic device 100 is operative to render object 110

on haptic touchscreen 101 using first data which comprises data for

graphically rendering object 110, i.e., rendering a visual representation of

object 110 . For instance, the first data may comprise image data for

rendering an image representing object 110 . Haptic device 100 is further

operative to determine haptic exploration characteristics of finger 12 1 , or any

other body part of the user, interacting with haptic touchscreen 101 for

haptically exploring object 110 . This is achieved by tracking finger 12 1 during

its interaction with haptic touchscreen 101 , e.g., when swiping over haptic

touchscreen 10 1, along a path 132 of finger 12 1, or exerting pressure (by

touching or pressing) at a position 13 1 on haptic touchscreen 10 1, as is

known from conventional, i.e., non-haptic, touchscreens. More specifically,

the haptic exploration characteristics comprise at least one of a position, a

velocity, and a force, applied by finger 12 1, or any other body part of the

user, to haptic touchscreen 10 1 when exploring object 110 .

Haptic device 100 is further operative to acquire second data for

rendering one or more haptic properties of object 110, wherein the second

data is selected based on the determined haptic exploration characteristics of

finger 121 , as is described further below, and to render the one or more

haptic properties of object 110 using the second data. That is, whereas the

first data only comprises data for graphically rendering object 110, i.e., for



rendering a visual representation such as an image of object 110, the second

data comprises data (haptic data) for haptically rendering object 110, such

that the haptic properties of object 110, including but not limited to friction,

texture, and stiffness, can be sensed by the user when touching haptic

touchscreen 10 1 with finger 12 1 at a position 13 1 where object 110 is

rendered, or by swiping finger 12 1 across at least a part of object 110

rendered on haptic touchscreen 10 1, e.g., along path 132.

Optionally, the first data may further comprise data for haptically

rendering the one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a first level of

detail. In this case, the second data comprises data for rendering the one or

more haptic properties of object 110 with a second level of detail which is

higher than the first level of detail. For instance, the first data may comprise

data for rendering only a subset of the haptic properties of object 110, e.g.,

only its texture, whereas the second data comprises data for rendering

additional haptic properties of object 110, e.g., its stiffness. As a further

example, the first data may comprise haptic data for rendering an outline of

object 110 . In that way, the user can start exploring the haptic properties of

the object, e.g., feeling the edges of chair 110, and the rendered haptic

properties of object 110 are improved when the second data is received by

haptic device 110 and used for re-rendering object 110, i.e., rendering its

haptic properties with an increased level of detail. Advantageously, haptic

device 100 can start rendering object 110 at a lower level of detail, thereby

allowing the user to start exploring object 110 before the second data has

been received at haptic device 100 and object 110 has been re-rendered.

This results in reduced latency and improved user experience.

The second data may be selected according to a number of

alternatives, which are described in the following.

For instance, at least two regions may be defined for object 110 . With

reference to chair 110 sown in Fig. 1, a first region 111 may be defined for a

seat of chair 110, and a second region 112 may be defined for a back of



chair 110. For chair 110 which is illustrated in Fig. 1, the seat, which has the

style of a cushion, may have haptic properties which are considerably

different from those of the back. Oftentimes, a user who browses through a

collection of chairs which are offered for sale by an online shop may be

interested in comparing how the seat feels for different chairs. Accordingly,

the user is likely to explore object 110 in first region 111, i.e., the seat of

chair 110, by touching and/or swiping with finger 12 1 . It is therefore

advantageous for haptic device 100 to acquire and render only second data

which describes the haptic properties of first region 111, rather than acquiring

second data which describes the haptic properties of the entire chair, or both

regions 111 and 112 . The regions for which the second data is acquired may

be selected in different ways. As an example, the second data may be

selected based on a number of times finger 121 has explored object 110, or

similar objects such as a collection of chairs, within each of the at least two

regions 111 and 112 . For instance, only the second data for the one or more

most-explored region(s) may be selected. Alternatively, the second data for

the most-explored region may be acquired and rendered first, and the second

data for one or more less-explored regions are acquired and rendered

subsequently, e.g., based on an availability of a bandwidth for

communications effected via communications module 103.

As an alternative, the second data may comprise at least one of

friction data, stiffness data, and texture data. The second data may be

selected based on whether finger 12 1 explores the friction, the stiffness, or

the texture, respectively, of object 110, or one of its regions 111 and 112 .

The type of haptic property which the user is exploring using finger 12 1 can,

e.g., be determined based on whether finger 12 1 is pressing onto haptic

touchscreen 10 1 or sliding over haptic touchscreen 10 1 . For instance, if

finger 12 1 is pressing onto haptic touchscreen 10 1, e.g., at position 13 1

within rendered object 110, it may be concluded that the user is exploring the

stiffness of object 110 . On the other hand, if finger 12 1 is sliding, or swiping,



over haptic touchscreen 10 1 , e.g., along path 132 over rendered object 110,

it may be concluded that the user is exploring friction if finger 12 1 slides

across haptic touchscreen 10 1 with a high pressure at a low velocity, and

that the user is exploring texture if finger 12 1 slides across haptic

touchscreen 10 1 with a low pressure at a high velocity. Haptic device 100

may be operative to determine the type of haptic property which is explored

by finger 12 1, or any other body part, based on threshold values for velocity

and/or pressure, which may be set by a manufacturer of haptic device 100

and which may optionally be configurable by the user. That is, haptic

device 100 may be operative to distinguish low pressure and high pressure

by means of comparison with a pressure threshold value and,

correspondingly, to distinguish low velocity and high velocity by means of

comparison with a velocity threshold value.

As a further alternative, the second data may be available in at least

two different resolutions, a first (low) resolution and a second (high)

resolution which is higher than the first resolution. In this case, the second

data may be selected based on a velocity of finger 121 exploring object 110,

or a region 111 or 112 of object 110 . Advantageously, if finger 12 1 is moving

quickly over object 110 or a region thereof, it is sufficient to render the haptic

properties of object 110 at a low resolution, as the user may not be able to

sense all details. Therefore, it suffices to acquire the second data at a first

(low) resolution and render object 110 accordingly. If, on the other hand, it is

detected that finger 12 1 swipes across object 110, or a region thereof, at a

higher velocity, the second data is acquired in a second (high) resolution and

rendered accordingly, allowing the user to sense more, or finer, details. In

accordance with what is described hereinbefore, haptic device 100 may be

operative to distinguish low velocity and high velocity based on a velocity

threshold value which may be set by a manufacturer of haptic device 100 and

which may optionally be configurable by the user.



Optionally, the second data may initially be acquired at the first (low)

resolution and subsequently in the second (high) resolution, either after

object 110 has been rendered using the second data in the first resolution, or

while the second data in the first resolution is acquired and/or object 110 is

rendered in the first resolution. Advantageously, haptic device 100 can start

rendering object 110 using the second data in the first (low) resolution,

thereby allowing the user to start exploring object 110, before the second

data in the second resolution has been received at haptic device 100 and

object 110 can be re-rendered using the second data in the second (high)

resolution. This results in reduced latency and improved user experience.

In the following, embodiments of the invention are further elucidated

with reference to Figs. 2 and 3, which show sequence diagrams illustrating

rendering an object on haptic touchscreen 10 1 comprised in haptic

device 100.

With reference to Fig. 2, the second data 224, and optionally also the

first data 2 12, may be acquired from a network node 200 providing the

second data, such as a server of an online shop, which is accessible via

communications module 103 accessing a communications network, e.g., a

cellular mobile network or a WLAN/WiFi network.

First data 2 12 may either be pushed to haptic device 100, or

transmitted to haptic device 100 in response to a request 2 11 for first data

received by server 200. Request 2 11 may, e.g., be a HyperText Transfer

protocol (HTTP) GET request identifying the object for which the first data is

requested, such as object 110 . The object may, e.g., be identified by a

unique identifier, such as a text string, a number string, or a character string.

As an example, in HTTP request 2 11 the first data may be identified by a

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the form

htt :// w .server .com/ iteml2 3/first_data .j g,

where it is assumed here that the requested first data for object "item1 23"

only comprises media data, i.e., data for graphically rendering object 110, in



this case an image of type "jpg". As a further example, HTTP GET

request 2 11 may be of the form

htt :// w .server .com/ shop?item=12 3&data=f irst,

utilizing a query string for conveying the request for first data ("first") for an

object listed as item " 123".

In response to receiving request 2 11, server 200 may transmit first

data 2 12 in an HTTP response message, e.g., as an HTTP 200 OK

message, as is known in the art. First data 2 12 comprises (media) data for

graphically rendering object 110 on haptic touchscreen 10 1 , and may

optionally comprise (haptic) data for rendering one or more haptic properties

of object 110 with a first (low) level of detail.

In response to receiving first data 212, object 110 is rendered 2 13 at

device 100, on haptic touchscreen 10 1 . More specifically, object 110 is

graphically rendered 2 13 using the media data comprised in first data 2 12,

and may optionally be haptically rendered 2 13 using any haptic data with a

first (low) level of detail which is comprised in first data 2 12 .

Then, haptic device 100 determines 221 the haptic exploration

characteristics of finger 121 interacting with haptic touchscreen 101 for

haptically exploring object 110, and selects 222 the second data for

object 110 . The second data is selected 222 based on the determined haptic

exploration characteristics, as is described hereinbefore, and further based

on information identifying second data which is available for the object, e.g.,

in the form of metadata. The information identifying second data which is

available for the object may optionally be comprised in first data 2 12 . For

instance, first data 2 12 may, in addition to media data for graphically

rendering object 111, comprise metadata defining any one or a combination

of the following:

- One or more regions 111 and 112 of object 110,

- One or more types of haptic properties for which haptic data is

available for object 110, such as friction, stiffness, or texture,



- One or more levels of detail for which haptic data is available for

object 110, and

- One or more resolutions in which haptic data is available for

object 110 .

Subsequent to selecting 222 the second data, the selected second

data is requested 223 from server 200, e.g., using another HTTP GET

request 223 identifying the selected second data. Second HTTP GET

request 223 may, e.g., be of the form:

htt :// w .server .com/ iteml2 3/second_data_regl .hdf,

where it is assumed that the second data for a region "regl " is requested,

and that the requested second data is of type "hdf (Haptic Data File), (see,

e.g., D. Wang, Y. Zhang, and J . Wu, "A novel haptic file format for sharing

haptic sensation by record-play method". It will be appreciated that

embodiments of the invention are not limited to any specific file type which is

used for conveying haptic data to haptic device 100. As a further example,

HTTP GET request 223 may be of the form

htt ://www .server .com/ shop?item=12 3&data=sec&reg=l,

where the request for the second data ("sec") for region " 1" of an object listed

as item " 123" is conveyed as a query string.

In response to receiving request 223, server 200 may transmit the

second data in a response message 224, e.g., as an HTTP 200 OK

message. Second data 224 comprises (haptic) data for rendering the one or

more haptic properties of object 110 . If haptic data with a first (low) level of

detail has been transmitted to haptic device 100 with first data 2 12, second

data 224 may comprise haptic data with a second level of detail which is

higher than the first level of detail. It will be appreciated that second data 224

may optionally comprise additional data, such as media data.

Subsequent to receiving second data 224, haptic device 100 re-

renders 225 object 110, i.e., it renders the haptic properties of object 110

using second data 224.



In Fig. 3, an alternative solution for rendering an object on haptic

touchscreen 10 1 comprised in haptic device 100 is illustrated.

Similar to what has been described with reference to Fig. 2, the

second data 324, and optionally also the first data 312, may be acquired from

network node 200 providing the second data. First data 3 12 may either be

pushed to haptic device 100, or transmitted to haptic device 100 in response

to a request 3 11 for first data received by server 200. Request 3 11 may, e.g.,

be an HTTP GET request identifying the object for which the first data is

requested, such as object 110 .

In response to receiving request 3 11, server 200 may transmit first

data 3 12 in an HTTP response message, e.g., as an HTTP 200 OK

message, as is known in the art. First data 3 12 comprises (media) data for

graphically rendering object 110 on haptic touchscreen 10 1 , and may

optionally comprise (haptic) data for rendering one or more haptic properties

of object 110 with a first (low) level of detail.

In response to receiving first data 3 12, object 110 is rendered 3 13 at

device 100, on haptic touchscreen 10 1 . More specifically, object 110 is

graphically rendered 3 13 using the media data comprised in first data 3 12,

and may optionally be haptically rendered 3 13 using any haptic data with a

first (low) level of detail which is comprised in first data 3 12 .

Then, haptic device 100 determines 321 the haptic exploration

characteristics of finger 12 1 interacting with haptic touchscreen 10 1 for

haptically exploring object 110, and transmits the haptic exploration

characteristics 322 to server 200. In response to receiving haptic exploration

characteristics 322, server 200 selects 323 the second data for object 110,

similar to what has been described hereinbefore with reference to Fig. 2 .

The embodiments described with reference to Figs. 2 and 3 differ in

the way the second data is selected. More specifically, whereas the second

data is selected 222 by haptic device 100 for the embodiment described with

reference to Fig. 2, the second data is selected 323 by server 200 for the



embodiment illustrated in Fig. 3, based on haptic exploration

characteristics 322 received from haptic device 100.

As an alternative, rather than transmitting the determined haptic

exploration characteristics to server 200, haptic device 100 may transmit any

information 322 derived from the determined haptic exploration

characteristics, e.g., a derived ranking of the regions which are defined for

object 110, or the like. For instance, if it is determined that the user explores

first region 111 90% of the times and second region 112 10% of the times, a

corresponding rank may be transmitted to server 200, such as Rreg (l, 0.9)

and R g 2, 0.1), for first region 111 and second region 112, respectively. As a

further example, one can define a rank R (K,X,N, M) as the number of

times the user K explores the force/velocity model given by region M in a

Delaunay triangulation set, in the object region N for object type X . Such

value may be further normalized per the total number of regions and

explorations. This allows constructing a model which maps the determined

exploration characteristics, in particular velocity and force, into the

acceleration which is to be felt by the user (see, e.g., H. Culbertson,

J . J . Lopez Delgado, and K . J . Kuchenbecker, "The Penn Haptic Texture

Toolkit for Modeling, Rendering, and Evaluating Haptic Virtual Textures",

Departmental Papers (MEAM), University of Pennsylvania, paper 299, 2014).

Similar to what has been described with reference to Fig. 2,

subsequent to selecting 323 the second data server 200 transmits the

second data in a response message 324, e.g., as an HTTP 200 OK

message. Second data 324 comprises (haptic) data for rendering the one or

more haptic properties of object 110 . If haptic data with a first (low) level of

detail has been transmitted to haptic device 100 with first data 3 12, second

data 324 may comprise haptic data with a second level of detail which is

higher than the first level of detail. It will be appreciated that second data 324

may optionally comprise additional data, such as media data.



Subsequent to receiving second data 324, haptic device 100 re-

renders 325 object 110, i.e., it renders the haptic properties of object 110

using second data 324.

In the following, embodiments 400 and 500 of processing means 102,

comprised in haptic device 100, are described with reference to Figs. 4

and 5 .

Embodiment 400 of processing means 102, shown in Fig. 4 ,

comprises a processing unit 401 , such as a general purpose processor, and

a computer-readable storage medium 402, such as a Random Access

Memory (RAM), a Flash memory, or the like. In addition, processing

means 400 comprises one or more interfaces 404 ("I/O" in Fig. 4) for

controlling and/or receiving information from haptic touchscreen 10 1 and

communications module 103. Communications module 103 may, e.g., be a

cellular communications module for effecting wireless communications via

GSM, UMTS, LTE, or the like, or a WLAN/WiFi module for effecting

communications via a WLAN. Memory 402 contains computer-executable

instructions 403, i.e., a computer program, for causing a haptic device 100,

such as a display, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile terminal, a UE, a

tablet, a laptop, or the like, comprising a haptic touchscreen 10 1 , to perform

in accordance with an embodiment of the invention as described herein,

when computer-executable instructions 403 are executed on processing

unit 401 .

In particular, haptic device 100 becomes operative to render an

object 110 on haptic touchscreen 10 1 using first data comprising data for

graphically rendering object 110, determine haptic exploration characteristics

of a finger 12 1 interacting with haptic touchscreen 10 1 for haptically exploring

object 110, acquire second data for rendering one or more haptic properties

of object 110, wherein the second data is selected based on the determined

haptic exploration characteristics, and render the one or more haptic

properties of object 110 using the second data. The haptic exploration



characteristics may, e.g., comprise at least one of a position, a velocity, and

a force, applied by finger 12 1 to touchscreen 10 1 when exploring object 110 .

Optionally, the first data may further comprise data for haptically

rendering the one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a first level of

detail, and the second data may comprise data for haptically rendering the

one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a second level of detail

which is higher than the first level of detail.

Optionally, at least two regions 111 and 112 are defined for

object 110, and the second data is selected based on a number of times

finger 12 1 has explored object 110 within each of the at least two regions.

Optionally, the second data may comprise at least one of friction data,

stiffness data, and texture data, and the second data may be selected based

on finger 12 1 exploring a friction, a stiffness, or a texture, respectively, of

object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data may be available in at least two different

resolutions, and the second data may be selected based on a velocity of

finger 12 1 exploring object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data may be acquired from a network node 200

providing the second data. Network node 200 is accessible over a

communications network.

For instance, haptic device 100 may become operative to acquire the

second data by selecting the second data based on the determined haptic

exploration characteristics and further based on information identifying

second data which is available for object 110, requesting the second data

from network node 200 providing the second data, and receiving the second

data from network node 200 providing the second data. Optionally, the

information identifying second data which is available for object 110 is

comprised in the first data.

Alternatively, haptic device 100 may become operative to acquire the

second data by transmitting the determined haptic exploration characteristics,



or information derived therefrom, to network node 200 providing the second

data, and receiving the second data from network node 200 providing the

second data.

It will be appreciated that haptic device 100 may become operative to

perform additional and/or alternative steps, in accordance with embodiments

of the invention described throughout this disclosure.

An alternative embodiment 500 of processing means 102, shown in

Fig. 5, comprises a rendering module 501 , a tracking module 502, and a data

module 503. In addition, processing means 500 comprises one or more

interfaces 504 ("I/O" in Fig. 5) for controlling and/or receiving information from

haptic touchscreen 10 1 and communications module 103. Communications

module 103 may, e.g., be a cellular communications module for effecting

wireless communications via GSM, UMTS, LTE, or the like, or a WLAN/WiFi

module for effecting communications via a WLAN. Rendering module 501 ,

tracking module 502, and data module 503, are adapted to cause a haptic

device 100, such as a display, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile

terminal, a UE, a tablet, a laptop, or the like, comprising a haptic

touchscreen 10 1 , to perform in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention as described herein.

In particular, rendering module 501 is adapted to render an object 110

on haptic touchscreen 10 1 using first data comprising data for graphically

rendering object 110, and tracking module 502 is adapted to determine

haptic exploration characteristics of a finger 12 1 interacting with haptic

touchscreen 10 1 for haptically exploring object 110 . Data module 503 is

adapted to acquire second data for rendering one or more haptic properties

of object 110, wherein the second data is selected based on the determined

haptic exploration characteristics. Rendering module 501 is further adapted

to render the one or more haptic properties of object 110 using the second

data. The haptic exploration characteristics may, e.g., comprise at least one



of a position, a velocity, and a force, applied by finger 121 to

touchscreen 10 1 when exploring object 110 .

Optionally, the first data may further comprise data for haptically

rendering the one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a first level of

detail, and the second data may comprise data for haptically rendering the

one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a second level of detail

which is higher than the first level of detail.

Optionally, at least two regions 111 and 112 are defined for

object 110, and the second data is selected based on a number of times

finger 12 1 has explored object 110 within each of the at least two regions.

Optionally, the second data may comprise at least one of friction data,

stiffness data, and texture data, and the second data may be selected based

on finger 12 1 exploring a friction, a stiffness, or a texture, respectively, of

object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data may be available in at least two different

resolutions, and the second data may be selected based on a velocity of

finger 12 1 exploring object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data may be acquired from a network node 200

providing the second data. Network node 200 is accessible over a

communications network.

For instance, data module 503 may be adapted to acquire the second

data by selecting the second data based on the determined haptic

exploration characteristics and further based on information identifying

second data which is available for object 110, requesting the second data

from network node 200 providing the second data, and receiving the second

data from network node 200 providing the second data. Optionally, the

information identifying second data which is available for object 110 is

comprised in the first data.

Alternatively, data module 503 may be adapted to acquire the second

data by transmitting the determined haptic exploration characteristics, or



information derived therefrom, to network node 200 providing the second

data, and receiving the second data from network node 200 providing the

second data.

It will be appreciated that rendering module 501 , tracking module 502,

and data module 503, may be adapted to perform additional and/or

alternative steps, in accordance with embodiments of the invention described

throughout this disclosure. It will also be appreciated that processing

means 500 may comprise additional modules which are adapted to perform

additional and/or alternative steps, in accordance with embodiments of the

invention described throughout this disclosure.

Modules 401-404 and 501-504, as well as any additional modules

comprised in processing means 500, may be implemented by any kind of

electronic circuitry, e.g., any one, or a combination of, analogue electronic

circuitry, digital electronic circuitry, and a processing unit executing a suitable

computer program.

In the following, embodiments 600 of the method of rendering an

object on a haptic touchscreen are described with reference to Fig. 6 .

Method 600 comprises rendering 602 an object 110 on a haptic

touchscreen 10 1 using first data which comprises data for graphically

rendering object 110, determining 603 haptic exploration characteristics of a

finger 12 1 interacting with haptic touchscreen 10 1 for haptically exploring

object 110, acquiring 604 second data for rendering one or more haptic

properties of object 110, wherein the second data is selected based on the

determined haptic exploration characteristics, and rendering 605 the one or

more haptic properties of object 110 using the second data. The first data

may, e.g., be acquired 601 from a network node providing first data, such as

a server of an online shop, or the like. The haptic exploration characteristics

may, e.g., comprise at least one of a position, a velocity, and a force, applied

by finger 12 1 to touchscreen 101 when exploring object 110 .



Optionally, the first data may further comprise data for haptically

rendering 602 the one or more haptic properties of object 110 with a first

level of detail, and the second data may comprise data for haptically

rendering 606 the one or more haptic properties of the object with a second

level of detail which is higher than the first level of detail.

Optionally, at least two regions 111 and 112 may be defined for

object 110, and the second data is selected based on a number of times

finger 12 1 has explored object 110 within each of the at least two regions.

Optionally, the second data may comprise at least one of friction data,

stiffness data, and texture data, and the second data may be selected based

on finger 12 1 exploring a friction, a stiffness, or a texture, respectively, of

object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data may be available in at least two different

resolutions, and the second data may be selected based on a velocity of

finger 12 1 exploring object 110, or a region 111/1 12 thereof.

Optionally, the second data is acquired 604 from a network node 200

providing the second data. Network node 200 is accessible over a

communications network.

For instance, the acquiring 604 the second data may comprise

selecting the second data based on the determined haptic exploration

characteristics and further based on information identifying second data

which is available for object 110, requesting the second data from network

node 200 providing the second data, and receiving the second data from

network node 200 providing the second data. Optionally, the information

identifying second data which is available for object 110 is comprised in the

first data.

Alternatively, acquiring 604 the second data may comprise

transmitting the determined haptic exploration characteristics, or information

derived therefrom, to network node 200 providing the second data, and

receiving the second data from network node 200 providing the second data.



It will be appreciated that method 600 may comprise additional, or

modified, steps in accordance with what is described throughout this

disclosure. An embodiment of method 600 may be implemented in software,

i.e., as computer-executable instructions, and may be performed by any one

a display, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile terminal, a UE, a tablet, a

laptop, and the like.

The person skilled in the art realizes that the invention by no means is

limited to the embodiments described above. On the contrary, many

modifications and variations are possible within the scope of the appended

claims.



CLAIMS

1. A device (100) for rendering an object ( 1 10) on a haptic

touchscreen (101 ) comprised in the device, the device being operative to:

render (21 3; 3 13) the object on the haptic touchscreen using first

data (21 1; 3 11) comprising data for graphically rendering the object,

determine (221 ; 321 ) haptic exploration characteristics of a

finger (121 ) interacting with the haptic touchscreen for haptically exploring

the object,

acquire (222-224; 322-324) second data for rendering one or more

haptic properties of the object, wherein the second data is selected (222;

323) based on the determined haptic exploration characteristics, and

render (225; 325) the one or more haptic properties of the object using

the second data.

2 . The device according to claim 1, wherein the first data (21 2; 3 12)

further comprises data for haptically rendering (213; 3 13) the one or more

haptic properties of the object ( 1 10) with a first level of detail, and the second

data (224; 324) comprises data for haptically rendering (225; 325) the one or

more haptic properties of the object with a second level of detail which is

higher than the first level of detail.

3 . The device according to claims 1 or 2, wherein at least two

regions ( 1 11; 112) are defined for the object ( 1 10), and the second data is

selected (222; 323) based on a number of times the finger (121 ) has

explored the object within each of the at least two regions.

4 . The device according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the second

data (224; 324) comprises at least one of: friction data, stiffness data, and

texture data, and the second data is selected (222; 323) based on the



finger (121 ) exploring a friction, a stiffness, or a texture, respectively, of the

object ( 1 10), or a region ( 1 11, 112) thereof.

5 . The device according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the second

data (224; 324) is available in at least two different resolutions, and the

second data is selected (222; 323) based on a velocity of the finger (121 )

exploring the object ( 1 10), or a region ( 1 11, 112) thereof.

6 . The device according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the

second data (224; 324) is acquired from a network node (200) providing the

second data, which network node is accessible over a communications

network.

7 . The device according to claim 6, the device being operative to

acquire the second data (224; 324) by:

selecting (222) the second data based on the determined (221 ) haptic

exploration characteristics and further based on information identifying

second data which is available for the object ( 1 10),

requesting (223) the second data from the network node (200)

providing the second data, and

receiving (224) the second data from the network node providing the

second data.

8 . The device according to claim 7, wherein the information identifying

second data (224) which is available for the object is comprised in the first

data (21 2).

9 . The device according to claim 6, the device being operative to

acquire the second data (324) by:



transmitting (322) the determined (321 ) haptic exploration

characteristics, or information derived therefrom, to the network node (200)

providing the second data, and

receiving (324) the second data from the network node providing the

second data.

10 . The device according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the

haptic exploration characteristics comprise at least one of: a position, a

velocity, and a force, applied by the finger ( 12 1) to the touchscreen (101 )

when exploring the object ( 1 10).

11. The device according to any one of claims 1 to 10, the device

being any one of: a display, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a mobile

terminal, a User Equipment, UE, a tablet, and a laptop.

12 . A method (600) of rendering an object ( 1 10) on a haptic

touchscreen, the method comprising:

rendering (21 3; 3 13; 602) the object on the haptic touchscreen using

first data (21 1; 3 11) comprising data for graphically rendering the object,

determining (221 ; 321 ; 603) haptic exploration characteristics of a

finger (121 ) interacting with the haptic touchscreen for haptically exploring

the object,

acquiring (222-224; 322-324; 604) second data for rendering one or

more haptic properties of the object, wherein the second data is

selected (222; 323) based on the determined haptic exploration

characteristics, and

rendering (225; 325; 605) the one or more haptic properties of the

object using the second data.



13 . The method according to claim 12, wherein the first data (21 2;

3 12) further comprises data for haptically rendering (21 3; 3 13; 602) the one

or more haptic properties of the object ( 1 10) with a first level of detail, and the

second data (224; 324) comprises data for haptically rendering (225; 325;

605) the one or more haptic properties of the object with a second level of

detail which is higher than the first level of detail.

14. The method according to claims 12 or 13, wherein at least two

regions ( 1 11; 112) are defined for the object ( 1 10), and the second data is

selected (222; 323) based on a number of times the finger (121 ) has

explored the object within each of the at least two regions.

15 . The method according to claims 12 or 13, wherein the second

data (224; 324) comprises at least one of: friction data, stiffness data, and

texture data, and the second data is selected (222; 323) based on the finger

exploring a friction, a stiffness, or a texture, respectively, of the object ( 1 10),

or a region ( 1 11, 112) thereof.

16 . The method according to claims 12 or 13, wherein the second

data (224; 324) is available in at least two different resolutions, and the

second data is selected (222; 323) based on a velocity of the finger (121 )

exploring the object ( 1 10), or a region ( 1 11, 112) thereof.

17 . The method according to any one of claims 12 to 16, wherein the

second data (224; 324) is acquired (604) from a network node (200)

providing the second data, which network node is accessible over a

communications network.

18 . The method according to claim 17, wherein the acquiring (604) the

second data comprises:



selecting (222) the second data based on the determined haptic

exploration characteristics and further based on information identifying

second data which is available for the object,

requesting (223) the second data from the network node (200)

providing the second data, and

receiving (224) the second data from the network node providing the

second data.

19 . The method according to claim 18, wherein the information

identifying second data (224) which is available for the object is comprised in

the first data (21 2).

20. The method according to claim 17, wherein the acquiring (604) the

second data comprises:

transmitting (322) the determined (321 ) haptic exploration

characteristics, or information derived therefrom, to the network node (200)

providing the second data, and

receiving (324) the second data from the network node providing the

second data.

2 1 . The method according to any one of claims 12 to 20, wherein the

haptic exploration characteristics comprise at least one of: a position, a

velocity, and a force, applied by the finger (321 ) to the touchscreen when

exploring the object ( 1 10).

22. A computer program (404) comprising computer-executable

instructions for causing a device to perform the method according to any one

of claims 12 to 2 1 , when the computer-executable instructions are executed

on a processing unit (402) comprised in the device.



23. A computer program product comprising a computer-readable

storage medium (403), the computer-readable storage medium having the

computer program (404) according to claim 22 embodied therein.
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